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Summary
1. Industrial forestry typically leads to a simplified forest structure and altered species composition. Retention of trees at harvest was introduced about 25 years ago to mitigate negative impacts on biodiversity, mainly from clearcutting, and is now widely practiced in boreal and temperate regions. Despite numerous studies on response of flora and fauna to retention, no comprehensive review has summarized its effects on biodiversity in comparison to clearcuts as well as un-harvested forests.

2. Using a systematic review protocol, we completed a meta-analysis of 78 studies including 944 comparisons of biodiversity between retention cuts and either clearcuts or un-harvested forests, with the main objective of assessing whether retention forestry helps, at least in the short term, to moderate the negative effects of clearcutting on flora and fauna.

3. Retention cuts supported higher richness and a greater abundance of forest species than clearcuts as well as higher richness and abundance of open-habitat species than un-harvested forests. For all species taken together (i.e. forest species, open-habitat species, generalist species and unclassified species), richness was higher in retention cuts than in clearcuts.

4. Retention cuts had negative impacts on some species compared to un-harvested forest, indicating that certain forest-interior species may not survive in retention cuts. Similarly, retention cuts were less suitable for some open-habitat species compared with clearcuts.

5. Positive effects of retention cuts on richness of forest species increased with proportion of retained trees and time since harvest, but there were not enough data to analyse possible threshold effects, that is, levels at which effects on biodiversity diminish. Spatial arrangement of the trees (aggregated vs. dispersed) had no effect on either forest species or open-habitat species, although limited data may have hindered our capacity to identify responses. Results for different comparisons were largely consistent among taxonomic groups for forest and open-habitat species, respectively.

6. Synthesis and applications. Our meta-analysis provides support for wider use of retention forestry since it moderates negative harvesting impacts on biodiversity. Hence, it is a promising
approach for integrating biodiversity conservation and production forestry, although identifying optimal solutions between these two goals may need further attention. Nevertheless, retention forestry will not substitute for conservation actions targeting certain highly specialized species associated with forest-interior or open-habitat conditions.
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**Introduction**

Forests are used to produce pulp, timber and bioenergy in large parts of the global forest estate (FAO 2010). Intensive, industrial forestry has modified forests world-wide, resulting in the simplification of managed stands and forest landscapes with negative implications for biodiversity and ecosystem services (Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity 2010). The frequency, extent and intensity of disturbances that result from industrial forestry differ dramatically from those associated with natural disturbance regimes (Lindenmayer & Franklin 2002).

A forest management model – ‘retention forestry’ – was introduced about 25 years ago as a response to the rapid ongoing transformation and homogenization of forests, and the need to better balance the goals of wood production and biodiversity conservation (Franklin 1989; Gustafsson et al. 2012). Retention forestry aims to reduce structural and functional contrasts between production forests and natural forests, mainly by increasing the abundance in logged stands of key structures important for many elements of biodiversity, such as old and dead trees (Lindenmayer, Laurance & Franklin 2012; Stokland, Siitonen & Jonsson 2012). The fundamental practice of retention forestry is that single trees and/or intact forest patches are retained at the time of harvest, with the overall aim of achieving a level of continuity in forest structure and complexity that more closely resembles the outcomes of natural disturbance, thereby conserving forest biodiversity and sustaining ecological functions (Gustafsson et al. 2012). The amount of trees retained usually ranges between a few percent and about 30% but vary greatly among regions and forest-owner categories (Gustafsson et al. 2012). The main difference between retention forestry and traditional industrial forestry is that the trees are deliberately selected and retained over the long term to sustain biodiversity. Retention forestry is promoted as a way to integrate biodiversity concerns into industrial forestry and thus differs from traditional conservation approaches that have mainly focused on setting aside reserves.

Heavy logging can result in substantial changes in environmental conditions, such as altered light, humidity and wind speed, thereby constraining forest species adapted to closed forest conditions (e.g. Heithecker & Halpern 2007). Species interactions may also be altered in logged areas, such as increased predation rates resulting from reduced shelter and increased detectability of prey (e.g. Robertson & Hutto 2007). Conversely, a more open post-logging environment presents a window of opportunity for many species that require recently disturbed habitat, as it might result in an increase in resources and regeneration niches (Swanson et al. 2011). Species characteristic of open habitat often have good dispersal capacities and high reproduction rates that are life-history attributes often associated with common species. Yet, numerous uncommon species also depend on early-seral stages, such as those associated with dead wood and old remnant trees in open, disturbed habitat (e.g. Kouki et al. 2001). Retention forestry aims to assist the long-term viability of both forest species and open-habitat species (Gustafsson et al. 2012).

A better understanding of biodiversity responses to retention forestry is badly needed since this forest harvest model is currently practiced on more than 150 million ha of boreal and temperate forests (Gustafsson et al. 2012), and application is increasing (Kraus & Krumm 2013). Numerous studies assessing responses of flora and fauna to retention forestry have been conducted (Lindenmayer et al. 2012), including several large experiments (listed in Gustafsson et al. 2012). To date, however, the few meta-analyses published have examined one species group (birds; Vanderwel, Malcolm & Mills 2007) or made comparisons only between areas harvested with retention and clearcuts (Rosenvald & Löhmsus 2008). Thus, no thorough meta-analysis has been conducted on how biodiversity responds to retention forestry in relation to clearcuts as well as un-harvested forest. We address the following questions:

1. What are the effects of retention forestry on forest species and open-habitat species, in comparison with clearcuts and un-harvested forests? We expect that forest species and open-habitat species will benefit from the retention compared to clearcut and closed forests, respectively (Fig. 1). One implication of both species groups being promoted will be a higher species number in retention cuts than in either clearcuts or un-harvested forests.

2. Do taxonomic groups differ in their response to retention forestry? We predict that responses will be similar for different taxonomic groups within forest and open-habitat species groups, respectively, since the division into these ecological groups is likely to be a better predictor of response than taxonomic affiliation.

3. Does the richness and abundance of forest species and open-habitat species vary with the proportion of retained trees, the size of retention cuts, the spatial arrangement of trees (dispersed or aggregated) and years after harvest? We
Additional significant effects on biodiversity further increase in retention elements does not bring about est species will increase with time since harvest, due to temperature will vary between retention cuts with dispersed cies that require a special microclimate, since humidity and be promoted. The spatial arrangement will impact on spe areas, but on the other hand, open-habitat species should advantage forest species since extensive open areas represnt harsher conditions for these species than small open, but on the other hand, open-habitat species should be promoted. The spatial arrangement will impact on species that require a special microclimate, since humidity and temperature will vary between retention cuts with dispersed or aggregated trees. Additionally, we hypothesize that for est species will increase with time since harvest, due to ongoing forest recovery and dispersal. 4. Do species responses to retention differ between temper- ate and boreal biomes? We predict that there will be no dif- ferences because regardless of biome, species within a given seral group will respond similarly to the logging distur- bance, that is, early-seral species assemblages will respond in a similar way, as will late-seral species assemblages. 

The overall aim of our meta-analysis is to establish whether retention forestry is an effective way to integrate biodiversity conservation into production forestry. Thus, our intention is to summarize knowledge in a way that will provide advice regarding future application of this comparatively new practice.

Materials and methods

Terminology

We use the term ‘forest’ (or sometimes ‘un-harvested forest’) for forests that have reached maturity from a production point of view, that is, they are old enough to be logged. In some cases, these forests have been previously harvested and regenerated, and in others, they have never been previously logged. The term ‘clearcut’ corresponds to forests that have been harvested with <2% retention. ‘Treatment unit’ is used for stands in which retent ion forestry has been applied (retention cuts) or for controls (clearcuts or forests). ‘Observation’ is used for a comparison between a retention cut and a clearcut or between a retention cut and a forest.

Literature search

We conducted our meta-analysis based on a peer-reviewed systematic review protocol according to the guidelines of the Collaboration for Environmental Evidence (CEE; www.environmentalevidence. org) (Fedrowitz & Gustafsson 2012). We searched the electronic data bases, Web of Science and Scopus on 10 May 2012, using search terms associated with retention forestry and biodiversity outcomes. In addition, we searched Google Scholar and The Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) on 19 December 2012, using the simplified search strings [retention and forest and biodiversity] or [retention and biodiversity], respectively, and examined only the first fifty hits, sorted on relevance. We added further papers from reference lists in published studies or that were suggested by colleagues. We obtained additional grey litera- ture by contacting researchers within the field.

From an initial number of >5000 articles that were downloaded, we kept 603 articles after reading titles and abstracts. Of these, 116 articles were summaries of studies or narrative studies, 22 articles could not be retrieved, and 213 articles were deter- mined to be not relevant. We scrutinized the remaining 252 arti- cles further for data extraction. See Table S1 (Supporting Information) for study exclusion criteria. We contacted several authors to provide data or to clarify their study design.

Our final data base comprised 78 articles (including one unpublished study) (see Appendix S1, Supporting Information) from which mean values on abundance or species richness, sample size (n) and either standard error (SE) or standard deviation (SD) were extracted. From a small proportion of the articles where means and variation of means were not presented in tables, we extracted such data by digitizing graphs using plotlogger (http://plotdigitizer.sourceforge.net/). In addition, we recorded information on the proportion of trees retained, spatial arrangement of trees (aggregated vs. dispersed), years after har- vest, size of the treatment unit and biome (temperate or boreal) (Olson et al. 2001).

We analysed data only from those studies which reported quantities of retained living trees, because the number of articles with empirical data on dead wood retention suitable for our meta-analysis was too small (three studies). Furthermore, we included only those articles that referred to the whole treatment unit, that is, comprising the cleared, open areas and areas with retained trees. Thus, comparisons were made on a stand basis, that is, over the whole harvested areas, since almost all studies had this study design.

We used reported mean values for species richness or abund- ance of individual species and also different taxonomic groups. Abundance measures included mean values of vegetation cover (e.g. percentage cover, crown volume index, summed frequency, mean density estimates), biomass, number of individuals or records, or activity (e.g. for bats: mean passes per site).

Where possible, we assigned species to one of the following ecological groups based on descriptions in the article: forest,
open-habitat or generalist species. Species that could not be assigned to a category were treated as ‘unclassified’ (see Appendix S2, Supporting Information). The category ‘forest species’ included all species that were classified as associated with closed canopy (mature or old-growth forest), as well as indicator species for late-successional forest conditions, late-seral species, species sensitive to clearcutting or species that prefer a more shaded and cool habitat. The category ‘open-habitat species’ included species associated with early-successional habitats, such as species that prefer areas with low-canopy tree cover or species that were classified as open-habitat species. Generalist species included species that can be found in several different habitat types or those that were classified as edge generalists or generalist species. Specifically for mammal species from North America, we further used information on habitat classification from the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History (http://www.nmnh.si.edu; accessed 18 June 2013). When calculating a combined effect size, we pooled taxa based on ecological group (forest, open-habitat, generalist, unclassified), treatment, and study location.

We classified species into the following taxonomic groups: amphibians, reptiles, birds, mammals, beetles, spiders, other invertebrates, lichens, bryophytes, fungi, and plants. Understorey vegetation was often reported as a single value and not separated into specific taxonomic groups and was consequently classified into the broader group of plants. In a few cases, this included trees or shrubs which were otherwise excluded from the analysis as well as bryophytes that were usually reported separately. The group ‘mammals’ included small forest-floor mammals, bats, and squirrels.

Treatments included various designs, that is, trees retained as patches or as dispersed individuals, or a combination of the two. The proportion of trees/forest retained was measured by basal area, number of trees, merchantable volume, area or canopy cover, either in comparison with the original amount of trees or to forest controls. We compared retention cuts against two kinds of controls: clearcuts with <2% retention that were harvested at approximately the same time as the treatment units (in two articles, there was a 3–6 or 7-year difference) or un-harvested forests. Only post-treatment species data were used. To be included in the meta-analysis, studies needed to have at least two independent replicates per treatment and control, respectively.

META-ANALYSIS

We conducted the meta-analysis using the package ‘metafor’ (Viechtbauer 2010) in R 2.15.2 (R Core Team 2012). We chose the standardized mean difference Hedges’ $d$ (Hedges & Olkin 1985) as the effect size metric for comparing means between the treatment (retention) and control (clearcut or forest). Positive values of Hedges’ $d$ indicate higher species richness or abundance of organisms in retention cuts relative to the control (clearcut or un-harvested forest), that is, positive effects of retention forestry. While the magnitude of the mean effect size $d$ is difficult to interpret, Cohen’s benchmark gives a rough estimation with mean effect sizes of $d = 0.2$ indicating a small effect, $d = 0.5$ a moderate effect and $d = 0.8$ a large effect (Koricheva, Gurevitch & Mengersen 2013).

Hedges’ $d$ was chosen as effect size measure because it adjusts for differences in sampling effort among studies and corrects for small sample size. In addition, it was deemed more appropriate to use Hedges’ $d$ than the response ratio because several studies reported zero values for either treatment or control groups, and $\sqrt{\text{SE}}/\text{SD}$ was $<3$ in a large number of observations, when using either clearcut or forest as control (Koricheva, Gurevitch & Mengersen 2013).

We estimated the mean effect sizes for species richness and abundance by using random-effects models, which include two components of variance around the mean, a within-study variance (sampling error) and a between-study variance. The restricted maximum likelihood estimator (REML) was used for estimating the between-study variance component of the effect size. Effect size from each study was weighted by the inverse of study variance calculated as a sum of within- and between-study variance, and the weighted mean effect was calculated as the sum of the products (study-specific effect sizes multiplied by weights) divided by the sum of weights. The variance of the summary effect was estimated as the reciprocal of the sum of the weights, and the SE was used to calculate 95% confidence intervals around the mean effect, and mean effect sizes were considered significantly different from 0 if their confidence intervals did not include 0.

Most articles contributed more than one observation to our analysis, for example several taxonomic groups and retention levels were included in the same study. When publications reported separate values for two or more study locations or tree species with at least two replicates for both treatment and control, we regarded each as an independent observation. If an article reported single mean values for a number of different species within the same taxonomic group (e.g. within mammals) or for several observations within the same year, we calculated the combined effect size for the group or the year (Borenstein et al. 2009).

We used mixed-effects meta-regression models to examine the influence of the following moderator variables on the mean effect size: proportion of retained trees (%), time since harvest (years), treatment unit size (ha), the spatial arrangement of trees (dispersed vs. aggregated) and forest biome (temperate vs. boreal). We also tested the interaction between treatment size and proportion of retention because the effect of retention amount may differ between large and small areas. Total heterogeneity ($Q_T$) in these structural models is partitioned into heterogeneity explained by the model structure ($Q_M$) and unexplained heterogeneity ($Q_U$). We used the $Q_M$ test implemented in ‘metafor’ to test for a significant difference in the mean effect size between different levels in the following moderator variables: ecological groups (forest species, open-habitat species, generalists), taxonomic groups, the spatial arrangement of trees (dispersed vs. aggregated) and forest biome (temperate vs. boreal).

We also tested for publication bias, that is, the probability that significant results are more likely to be published than non-significant results, using the trim and fill method (Duval & Tweedie 2000a,b; Viechtbauer 2010). This is a sensitivity analysis that adjusts for funnel plot asymmetry, that is, it adds values for missing studies to create a symmetric funnel plot from which a new mean effect size can be estimated (Koricheva, Gurevitch & Mengersen 2013).

Results

DATA DESCRIPTION

Most studies were conducted in North America with 40% from the USA and 36% from Canada, while 21% were
from Europe. A total of 68% of studies were from the temperate zone and the remainder from the boreal zone. Retention levels in the included studies ranged between 2% and 88% (mean 36.4% ± 24.8 SD) including some studies that used shelterwood cutting or partial harvest to describe the retention, and treatment unit sizes ranged between 0.6 and 78 ha. The 78 studies produced a data set comprising 944 observations, that is, comparisons between treatment (retention cuts) and control (clearcut or forest). Comparisons of mammals were most common (36% of observations), followed by birds (18%), vascular plants (12%), beetles (9%), spiders (8%), bryophytes (4%), amphibians (4%), other invertebrates (3%), lichens (3%), reptiles (1%) and fungi (1%).

In most studies (61), species were sampled directly after harvest or soon after harvest (0–5 years). In 23 studies, sampling was conducted additionally or solely >5 years after harvest; of these, 14 were sampled 10–31 years after harvest (some studies made observations on more than one occasion). See Appendices S1 and S2 (Supporting Information) for more details on included studies.

**FOREST SPECIES, OPEN-HABITAT SPECIES AND GENERALISTS**

The effect of retention cuts on species richness and abundance differed among forest species, open-habitat species and generalists, both when the studies included clearcuts as the control (species richness – \( Q_M = 12.38 \), d.f. = 2, \( P < 0.002 \); abundance – \( Q_M = 38.18 \), d.f. = 2, \( P < 0.0001 \)) and when un-harvested forest was the control (species richness – \( Q_M = 27.42 \), d.f. = 2, \( P < 0.0001 \); abundance – \( Q_M = 98.91 \), d.f. = 2, \( P < 0.0001 \)).

Retention cuts supported higher forest species richness and abundance compared to clearcuts, but lower richness and abundance than un-harvested forest (Fig. 2). In contrast, species richness and abundance of open-habitat species in retention cuts were lower than in clearcuts, but higher than in un-harvested forests (Fig. 2). Species richness and abundance of generalists did not differ between retention cuts and clearcuts (Fig. 2a). Their abundance but not richness was higher in retention cuts than in un-harvested forests (Fig. 2b). Similar results were obtained when the trim and fill analysis was conducted, indicating that our results were robust to possible publication bias.

**TAXONOMIC GROUPS**

Within forest species, there were differences among taxonomic groups in richness-response to retention cuts compared with un-harvested forest (\( Q_M = 15.24 \), d.f. = 7, \( P = 0.033 \)). The number of observations was not large enough to test for richness difference between retention cuts and clearcuts for individual taxonomic groups. For analyses of the abundance of forest species, there was a significant difference among the taxonomic groups when retention cuts were compared with clearcuts (\( Q_M = 13.75 \), d.f. = 5, \( P = 0.001 \)) as well as with forest (\( Q_M = 79.15 \), d.f. = 9, \( P < 0.0001 \)).

For forest species, retention cuts supported lower levels of richness of birds and bryophytes as well as lower abundances of amphibians and reptiles, mammals, birds, beetles, lichens and fungi than un-harvested forest (Figs 3 and 4b). The abundance of forest birds, bryophytes and lichens was higher in retention cuts than in clearcuts, while spiders had higher abundance in retention cuts than in unlogged forest (Fig. 4a,b).

Plants and birds were the only taxonomic groups associated with open habitats that could be tested regarding richness, and both had higher richness in retention cuts than in un-harvested forest [plants: mean effect = 0.85; 95% CI (0.49–1.22); \( n = 12 \); \( P < 0.0001 \); birds: mean effect = 1.26; 95% CI (0.87–1.64); \( n = 3 \); \( P < 0.0001 \)]. There were not enough data to make comparisons with clearcuts. The abundance of open-habitat birds, mammals, beetles and spiders was lower in retention cuts compared to clearcuts (Fig. 5). In contrast, when comparing to
The difference in forest species richness between retention cuts and clearcuts increased with the proportion of retained trees [slope 0.03; 95% CI (0.02–0.04); n = 15; P < 0.0001], while there was no such effect for forest species abundance compared to clearcuts, or for forest species richness or abundance compared to forests. The effect of retention (as compared to clearcuts) on the abundance of open-habitat species decreased with the proportion of retained trees [slope –0.01; 95% CI (–0.02 to –0.00); n = 45; P = 0.008], but there was no such effect when compared to forests. There were not enough data to test open-habitat species richness compared to clearcuts, and there was no significant effect for open-habitat species richness compared to forests (Tables S2 and S3, Supporting Information).

There was no effect of treatment unit size on the effect of retention cuts on richness or abundance of either forest species or open-habitat species (Tables S2 and S3, Supporting Information). The effect of retention cuts on the number of forest species increased with years after harvest, using clearcuts as a control [slope 0.36; 95% CI (0.11–0.61); n = 15; P = 0.0042]. The effect on abundance of open-habitat species also increased with time since harvest [slope 0.04; 95% CI (0.01–0.07); n = 45; P = 0.0187] compared to clearcuts. Interaction terms between treatment size and the proportion of retention were non-significant. Spatial arrangement of the trees (aggregated vs. dispersed) had no effect on richness or abundance of either forest species or open-habitat species (Tables S2 and S3, Supporting Information).

There were differences between biomes in the abundance responses of forest species and open-habitat species to retention harvest, both in comparison with clearcuts (forest species: \( Q_M = 10.44, \text{d.f.} = 1, P = 0.001 \), open-habitat species: \( Q_M = 7.12, \text{d.f.} = 1, P = 0.008 \)) and forests (forest species: \( Q_M = 17.39, \text{d.f.} = 1, P = 0.001 \), open-habitat species: \( Q_M = 6.37, \text{d.f.} = 1, P = 0.012 \)). In a single moderator analysis, the direction of the effect was the same in both biomes, but the magnitude of the retention cut effect was larger in the boreal biome, for all comparisons (Table S4, Supporting Information).

**RESPONSE OF OVERALL SPECIES RICHNESS AND ABUNDANCE**

For all species together (forest species, open-habitat species, generalists and unclassified species), retention cuts supported higher total species richness and greater levels of abundance when compared with clearcuts (Fig. 6a) (only significant when using the trim and fill analysis). There also was a positive effect of retention cuts on both total species richness and total species abundance compared to forests (Fig. 6b). However, when using the trim and fill analysis, the effect was negative and significant for abundance but not for richness.

Taxonomic groups differed for richness of all species taken together when using clearcuts (\( Q_M = 29.06, \text{d.f.} = 10, P = 0.001 \)) or forests as the control (\( Q_M = 46.61, \text{d.f.} = 10, P < 0.0001 \)), and for abundance when using forests

---

**PROPORTION OF RETAINED TREES, SIZE OF TREATMENT UNIT, YEARS AFTER HARVEST, SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT AND BIOME**

The difference in forest species richness between retention cuts and clearcuts increased with the proportion of retained trees [slope 0.03; 95% CI (0.02–0.04); n = 15; P < 0.0001], while there was no such effect for forest species abundance compared to clearcuts, or for forest species richness or abundance compared to forests. The effect of retention (as compared to clearcuts) on the abundance of open-habitat species decreased with the proportion of retained trees [slope –0.01; 95% CI (–0.02 to –0.00); n = 45; P = 0.008], but there was no such effect when compared to forests. There were not enough data to test open-habitat species richness compared to clearcuts, and there was no significant effect for open-habitat species richness compared to forests (Tables S2 and S3, Supporting Information).

There was no effect of treatment unit size on the effect of retention cuts on richness or abundance of either forest species or open-habitat species (Tables S2 and S3, Supporting Information). The effect of retention cuts on the number of forest species increased with years after harvest, using clearcuts as a control [slope 0.36; 95% CI (0.11–0.61); n = 15; P = 0.0042]. The effect on abundance of open-habitat species also increased with time since harvest [slope 0.04; 95% CI (0.01–0.07); n = 45; P = 0.0187] compared to clearcuts. Interaction terms between treatment size and the proportion of retention were non-significant. Spatial arrangement of the trees (aggregated vs. dispersed) had no effect on richness or abundance of either forest species or open-habitat species (Tables S2 and S3, Supporting Information).

There were differences between biomes in the abundance responses of forest species and open-habitat species to retention harvest, both in comparison with clearcuts (forest species: \( Q_M = 10.44, \text{d.f.} = 1, P = 0.001 \), open-habitat species: \( Q_M = 7.12, \text{d.f.} = 1, P = 0.008 \)) and forests (forest species: \( Q_M = 17.39, \text{d.f.} = 1, P = 0.001 \), open-habitat species: \( Q_M = 6.37, \text{d.f.} = 1, P = 0.012 \)). In a single moderator analysis, the direction of the effect was the same in both biomes, but the magnitude of the retention cut effect was larger in the boreal biome, for all comparisons (Table S4, Supporting Information).

**RESPONSE OF OVERALL SPECIES RICHNESS AND ABUNDANCE**

For all species together (forest species, open-habitat species, generalists and unclassified species), retention cuts supported higher total species richness and greater levels of abundance when compared with clearcuts (Fig. 6a) (only significant when using the trim and fill analysis). There also was a positive effect of retention cuts on both total species richness and total species abundance compared to forests (Fig. 6b). However, when using the trim and fill analysis, the effect was negative and significant for abundance but not for richness.

Taxonomic groups differed for richness of all species taken together when using clearcuts (\( Q_M = 29.06, \text{d.f.} = 10, P = 0.001 \)) or forests as the control (\( Q_M = 46.61, \text{d.f.} = 10, P < 0.0001 \)), and for abundance when using forests
Compared to clearcuts, retention cuts supported higher richness of birds and plants, and a greater abundance of birds (Fig. 6a). Compared to un-harvested forest, retention cuts supported higher richness of birds, mammals, spiders, beetles and plants but lower bryophyte richness (Fig. 6b).

**Discussion**

Understanding the effectiveness of retention forestry in sustaining biodiversity is one of the critical steps in promoting the integration of wood production and conservation in production forests (Lindenmayer et al. 2012), particularly as the use of this approach is widespread and increasing around the world. Our meta-analysis yielded clear results for many questions that we addressed and thus offers valuable new insights into biodiversity responses to retention forestry. Moreover, our investigation examined a large number of taxonomic groups, and a novel aspect of our work was that we explored the impacts of a suite of potential explanatory variables such as the amount of retention, geographical location (temperate vs. boreal forest), spatial arrangement of the retention trees and time since logging. We found evidence-based support for a wider use of retention harvesting practices in that any declines in forest species and open-habitat species were reduced in retention cuts as compared to un-harvested and clearcut forests, respectively. Other important findings include increased effect on forest species richness with the proportion of trees retained and a positive effect on forest species richness with time since harvest.

**MANY FOREST SPECIES ARE PROMOTED BY RETENTION FORESTRY**

Retention cuts supported higher total species richness and a greater abundance of forest species than clearcuts. Also as anticipated, forest species richness and abundance on retention cuts were lower compared with forests, indicating that retention cuts may not effectively conserve all forest species. Thus, for the long-term viability of species requiring forest-interior conditions, large reserves may be critical. One example of such a species is the pendulous lichen *Usnea longissima* A. which is largely confined to old trees in northern hemisphere forest with a high humidity (Esseen et al. 1981; Keon & Muir 2002). It is also noteworthy that the studies we analysed only rarely if ever included observations of red-listed and very rare forest species. For example, in Fennoscandia alone, there are at least 500 red-listed species (categories RE, EN, VU, NT) that are currently assumed to depend on old-growth forests (Gärdenfors 2010; Rassi et al. 2010). Our findings of the positive effects of retention cuts to general biodiversity cannot easily be extended to cover these species and their conservation because of the limitations in our data.

**MANY OPEN-HABITAT SPECIES ALSO BENEFIT FROM RETENTION CUTS**

We found that retention cuts supported more open-habitat species than did un-harvested forest, but open-habitat...
species richness and abundance were lower in retention cuts than in clearcuts. Our findings thus suggest that retention cuts do not provide optimal habitat for all species that depend on early-successional post-disturbance conditions. In some regions, such species are probably commonly also found in other types of habitats, like many vascular plants rapidly colonizing after disturbance, and thus are not a target for conservation. However, in other regions, industrial forestry practices often greatly shorten the open post-disturbance phase of forest development, so providing high-quality habitat for early-seral species is important (Swanson et al. 2011). The endemic Florida Scrub Jay Aphelocoma coerulescens (Bosc, 1795) is an example of a species probably disadvantaged by retained trees. This bird species depends on open, fire-dominated oak scrub habitat, and in a production forest landscape, it would instead be promoted by open clearcuts (Greenberg, Harris & Neary 1995).

Overall, care needs to be taken to secure conditions after harvest that are suitable for rare species with specialized associations with early-successional environments (e.g. Runnel, Resenvald & Löhmus 2013). Many rare species in early-successional habitats are associated with dead wood, but such organisms were uncommon in our meta-analysis. There are also rare species associated with live trees in open environments (e.g. Hunter & Bond 2001). Thus, provision of dead trees and single remnant living trees in open conditions are essential components of retention forestry, although the relative importance of such substrates may depend on landscape properties and forest history (Sverdrup-Thygeson, Gustafsson & Kouki 2014).

**TAXONOMIC GROUPS**

Taxonomic groups of forest or open-habitat species differed in their strength of response but showed the same general direction in their effect size, for example forest taxa generally had lower richness and abundance in retention cuts than in un-harvested forests. Forest spiders had an idiosyncratic pattern with a higher abundance in retention cuts than in forests. The mechanisms to explain this need further investigation, but spiders are known to respond favourably to structural heterogeneity, including variation in the forest-floor layer and presence of gaps, qualities that increase after retention harvesting (Oxborough & Ziesche 2013). Despite the overall similar responses within taxonomic groups, it is quite likely that there are important differences among species within a taxa, but this was not possible to explore in our meta-analysis.

**TOTAL SPECIES RICHNESS IS HIGHER ON RETENTION CUTS THAN ON CLEARCUTS**

Our results show that for all species taken together (i.e. forest species, open-habitat species, generalist species and unclassified species), richness was higher in retention cuts than in clearcuts. The analysis also indicates higher species abundance in retention cuts compared to clearcuts, while no clear results could be drawn for the comparison of retention cuts with un-harvested forests. We were unable to distinguish between species that survived within harvest areas because of retained forest elements or buffered microclimatic conditions and those that were able to quickly re-establish, either because of proximity to source populations or other factors (reviewed in Baker et al. 2013). However, both processes are likely to be important in explaining high species richness in retention cuts. For species-oriented conservation, high species richness is not an aim per se; rather, rare and declining species are often of primary conservation concern. But for ecosystem functioning, it may be essential to maintain the full array of species that would occur in intact landscapes, and therefore, retention harvesting practices may have an important role in this regard.

**PROPORTION RETENTION AND TIME SINCE HARVEST**

An important question for practitioners is how much retention is enough to benefit biodiversity. We found a positive but weak relationship between the proportion of retained trees and forest species richness. The sample size for this comparison was low (n = 15), and we found no significant relationship with species abundance, indicating that more data are needed to draw firm conclusions. Studies from individual experiments in the USA and Canada have suggested retention amount thresholds between 10% and 20% for late-seral abundance and diversity (Craig & Macdonald 2009; Halpern et al. 2012), and expert recommendations point to a strict minimum retention volume of 5–10% (Gustafsson et al. 2012), with even higher retention being preferable. With more data, it may be possible to analyse whether there are thresholds for habitat amounts. Such analyses preferably should be made for groups of species, since responses are likely species specific (Lindenmayer & Luck 2005; Ranius & Fahrig 2006). Nevertheless, it may be that beneficial effects of retention on biodiversity increase continuously and that no clear threshold can be found that will satisfy all groups of species.

We found some evidence of faster recovery of biodiversity in retention cuts than on clearcuts because the effect size for forest species richness increased with time since harvest. However, our meta-analysis included few investigations of retention cuts >20 years old, with >70% of investigations completed ≤5 years after harvest. Nevertheless, it is known that some sensitive species use retained trees only after very long time after harvest (Phillips & Hall 2000; Blakesley, Noon & Anderson 2005).

**SPATIAL CONFIGURATION OF TREES**

Contrary to our expectations, we did not detect differences in biodiversity response between dispersed and...
aggregated retention patterns. Our assumption was that the spatial arrangement of trees will affect local climate, which in turn is important for many species. There are several reasons to not draw strong conclusions from our results, but instead await more research that specifically targets the spatial design of retained trees. One reason is inconsistent classification of retention pattern in different studies included in our meta-analysis. A second is that the size of aggregates, a key variable impacting effectiveness of tree groups (e.g. Hautala, Laaka-Lindberg & Vanha-Majamaa 2011), was not included as a factor as data were often not available. A third reason is that, due to limited data, we analysed all taxonomic groups together. There is already some existing literature showing that some taxa benefit from particular retention patterning, for example ectomycorrhizal fungi prefer dispersed trees (Hagerman et al. 1999) and bryophytes tree groups (Aubry, Halpern & Peterson 2009). In the future, it will be important to focus more research on understanding likely complex interactions between retention level, retention pattern and aggregate size (e.g. Halpern et al. 2012). Also, certain individual species are likely to benefit from either dispersed or aggregated patterns (Lindenmayer & Franklin 2002).

DIFFERENT STRENGTH IN RESPONSE BETWEEN BIOMES

An unexpected result was that the impact of retention was more pronounced in boreal than in temperate regions. Mean effect sizes for total species abundance for both forest and open-habitat species were larger for the boreal than the temperate biome. Boreal studies were from Canada and northern Europe where fire is a strong disturbance factor (Keesmehaw, Bergeron & Kuuluvainen 2011). For the temperate biome, >90% of the studies were from the Pacific NW in the USA and Canada, a region with a warmer and more humid climate than boreal forests. These temperate forests are also less influenced by fire than boreal forests, although fire is important in some temperate forest ecosystems (Franklin et al. 2002). It may be that species survive better and also colonize more rapidly after logging in the boreal biome because they are adapted to larger and more frequent disturbances than species in the temperate biome. An additional explanation may be that regrowth after harvest is more rapid in temperate regions due to a warmer climate, thus the contrast between retention cuts and forests decreases more rapidly.

BETTER REPORTING WOULD INCREASE SAMPLE SIZE

Our sample size of 944 observations was large but could have been considerably larger had more data in the original papers been presented in a way that could be used in the meta-analysis. For over 150 relevant studies, it was not possible to extract sample size, mean and variation around the mean, that is, data that are necessary for meta-analysis, even after consulting with the authors. Thus, to enable large high-quality knowledge compilations in the future, better reporting of primary results is necessary. We also found it hard in many cases to determine how the sampling had been conducted, because the description of the study design was often limited. Furthermore, data from several studies could not be used because controls were not replicated.

WAYS AHEAD FOR RESEARCH

Retention forestry is a way to combine two goals: biodiversity conservation and wood production, often with likely trade-offs between the two. There is a potential to fine-tune retention models, for example regarding selection of site types and tree species, to increase biodiversity benefits while simultaneously minimizing loss of revenue. Studies to identify cost-efficient solutions are few (but see Perhans, Haight & Gustafsson 2014), and more studies targeting this are urgently needed. Such studies preferably should recognize regional or even local variations in site conditions and forestry practices, to increase applicability of results. Modelling of biodiversity response over time including effects on wood production is also essential, to assess the role of retention forestry in future production forest landscapes. The value of retained trees to biodiversity will likely increase with time since they will become increasingly older compared to the production forest trees. Post-harvest treatments like soil scarification, prescribed burning and use of herbicides also warrant further study since they may affect biodiversity response.

CONCLUSIONS

Retention forestry is a comparatively new but widely applied forest management practice. It differs from traditional forestry in that it includes the deliberate, long-term retention of single trees and tree patches to allow integration of biodiversity conservation and wood production in managed forest stands. One of the advantages of retention forestry is that it can easily be implemented, for example, in comparison with more complex multicohort and selection cutting harvesting systems. Our meta-analysis of a relatively large set of published studies shows that retention approaches at harvest represent a way to moderate harvest impacts on forest species while at the same time promoting species requiring disturbance. Thus, the answer to the question posed in the title ‘Can retention forestry help preserve biodiversity?’ is yes; retention forestry is usually more beneficial to biodiversity than traditional harvest systems, in particular clearcutting, and consequently a wider use of this forestry practice is warranted.
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